SUDAN: POPULATION DASHBOARD
Overview of Refugees and IDPs in Sudan
as of 31 March 2022

Refugees
1.1 M
Total Refugees in Sudan.¹
16.4 K are persons with disabilities.²

IDPs
3.03 M
Total Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in Sudan.¹

Population Distribution³
39% in camps
61% out of camps

Age-gender Breakdown²

IDPs Trend by Year (Since 2010)
Refugees Trend by Year (Since 2010)

Population Distribution³
74% in camps
26% out of camps

Age-gender Breakdown¹

Refugees Per State (Top 5 States)¹

IDPs Per State (Top 5 States)³

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Abyei region: Final status of the Abyei area is not yet determined.

IDPs Trend by Year (Since 2010)
Refugees Trend by Year (Since 2010)
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This document and further information are available on UNHCR Sudan data-portal, please click on the link https://data2.unhcr.org/en/country/sdn, or scan the QR code.